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Key features: Run 3 TCP / 3 UDP tests It has 2 screen formats: Text and graphic Auto measurement time (up to 10 minute) It can
be used in 2 ways: Through the Internet (No IP specified) and Local Reusable: The results can be saved to an XML file. It has a
new improved User Interface The UI improvements are Better appearance Graphical indicators showing the connection state Live
view for the main window The results are also now saved to a.XML file Also another suggestion of improvements is the ability to
access the Demo Mode. Useful features: Guarantee of the speed results (UDP and TCP) Suitable for novice users Adapters to
D0-D7 mode Net Runner Screenshots: Net Runner Review: PROS: It has a new improved User Interface. It has a new improved
GUI, with an improved appearance. It can be used in 2 ways: Through the Internet (No IP specified) and Local. Suitable for novice
users. It has a new improved User Interface. It has a new improved GUI, with an improved appearance. It can be used in 2 ways:
Through the Internet (No IP specified) and Local. It can be used to access the Demo Mode. It is reusable, as the results can be
saved to an XML file. CONS: The number of tests is limited. Net Runner has no technical support. Verdict: Net Runner is a simple
and straightforward piece of software that you can use to run benchmarks on the performance of your network in just a few steps.
It primarily concerns advanced users, such as network administrators. The setup operation quickly finishes and does not demand
special attention from the user. The app is wrapped in a standard window with a plain layout, which doesn't strive in the visual
department. However, we must take into account that the app has not been updated for a very long time. Net Runner is capable of
performing average, TCP and UDP tests, in order to reveal a graphical representation of the network evolution when it comes to
the downloaded and uploaded packets. You can run up to three TCP tests and three UDP tests (upload, download, total). It is
possible to specify the time length
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Highlights: Simple and straightforward software 20 tests (5 TCP and 5 UDP) Filters (before, during and after), which may be set
by the user and stored on the disk Saves the results in an XML format This is a freeware for evaluation purposes only. Net Runner
Screenshots: Net Runner System Requirements: Windows OS (XP/Vista/7/8) Pentium 2-533 MHz, Memory 4 MB Internet
Explorer 7+ Net Runner Video: Net Runner (for evaluation purposes only) Download Net Runner Sponsored links Net Runner
Download: Net Runner is available totally free of charge from the developers of the program. You can download Net Runner from
the link below. (Please note: Download Net Runner directly from download links.licor.com) (click the button) Sponsored links All
the tabs that you will find in the software installer will be active and where you can find the download links. All the screenshots of
the listed programs are free and open to the public. All the software information (available at Download.com) is valid and up-to-
date as of May 21st, 2015. Net Runner was added by the developer in May 14, 2008 and was last updated in February 20, 2017.
Net Runner is available for download from the developers site. (see link below) It is generally a good idea to download software
from the developer's site as this will assure you of its legitimacy. We cannot guarantee the legitimacy of software downloaded from
other sites. Net Runner is a utility software that offers a solution for users interested in running tests on their network performance.
It provides 20 different tests, allowing the user to set the number of tests, the duration of the test, the interface to be used and the
node port number and IP address. You can choose to run these tests when the user is connected to the network (during or after the
test) and also define the client side port number and IP address. All these tests will be executed and the results will be saved in an
XML file for further analysis. Overall, Net Runner is a software that is definitely a good solution for users who want to learn more
about their network performance. Net Runner Review at PC-Soft.org NetRunner is a utility program 09e8f5149f
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Net Runner is a simple and straightforward piece of software that you can use to run benchmarks on the performance of your
network in just a few steps. It primarily concerns advanced users, such as network administrators. The setup operation quickly
finishes and does not demand special attention from the user. The app is wrapped in a standard window with a plain layout, which
doesn't strive in the visual department. However, we must take into account that the app has not been updated for a very long time.
Net Runner is capable of performing average, TCP and UDP tests, in order to reveal a graphical representation of the network
evolution when it comes to the downloaded and uploaded packets. You can run up to three TCP tests and three UDP tests (upload,
download, total). It is possible to specify the time length for each benchmark (in seconds), along with the node port number and IP
address, and client IP address. Results can be saved to an XML file for further analysis. Net Runner barely uses CPU and system
memory, so it doesn't concern the computer's activity. It has a good response time and runs benchmarks swiftly, without freezing,
crashing or showing error notifications; we haven't come across any problems in our tests. In conclusion, Net Runner offers a
simple solution to performing a simple test on the network performance. Download Net Runner from Softonic: Download Net
Runner from Microsoft Store: Download Net Runner from Google Play: What's new in Net Runner: Changes since version 1.4.00:
Released on 08/17/2014. Change-log: Added two more checks, to see if we have the same Ip or another, uncheck or clear the box
if you do not want to include this configuration. Added two more checks, to see if we have the same Ip or another, uncheck or
clear the box if you do not want to include this configuration. Change-log: Added two more checks, to see if we have the same Ip
or another, uncheck or clear the box if you do not want to include this configuration. fixed an bug, when setting the t Added two
more checks, to see if we have the same Ip or another, uncheck or clear the box if you do not want to include this configuration.
Change-log: Added two more checks, to see if we have the same Ip or another, uncheck or clear the box if you do not want to
include this configuration.

What's New In Net Runner?

Net Runner is a simple and straightforward piece of software that you can use to run benchmarks on the performance of your
network in just a few steps. It primarily concerns advanced users, such as network administrators. The setup operation quickly
finishes and does not demand special attention from the user. The app is wrapped in a standard window with a plain layout, which
doesn't strive in the visual department. However, we must take into account that the app has not been updated for a very long time.
Net Runner is capable of performing average, TCP and UDP tests, in order to reveal a graphical representation of the network
evolution when it comes to the downloaded and uploaded packets. You can run up to three TCP tests and three UDP tests (upload,
download, total). It is possible to specify the time length for each benchmark (in seconds), along with the node port number and IP
address, and client IP address. Results can be saved to an XML file for further analysis. Net Runner barely uses CPU and system
memory, so it doesn't concern the computer's activity. It has a good response time and runs benchmarks swiftly, without freezing,
crashing or showing error notifications; we haven't come across any problems in our tests. In conclusion, Net Runner offers a
simple solution to performing a simple test on the network performance. New Features in Windows 10 (19H1): - Added support
for Wi-Fi calling to Windows Phone (Supported on Lumia Mobile Devices). - Updated with the Windows 10 April 2019 Update to
improve overall performance and reliability. What's New in Version 1.12.0: New Features in Windows 10 19H1 - Added support
for Wi-Fi calling to Windows Phone (Supported on Lumia Mobile Devices). - Updated with the Windows 10 April 2019 Update to
improve overall performance and reliability. Fixes in Windows 10 19H1: - Fixed the Wi-Fi Direct mode feature (accelerated Wi-
Fi) working on old Windows OS (Windows OS 10 - Windows OS 12). - Fixed issue with deep sleep mode when connected to
power supply with battery (accelerated battery charging). - Fixed issues with some wireless adapters (network adapters). - Fixed
problems during updating with Windows 10 19H1 Version More fixes in Windows 10 November 2019 Update: - Fixed Edge WiFi
hotspot issue when opening a new website (issues with netrd78.vpn.msftconnections.com). - Fixed
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System Requirements:

NVIDIA or ATI Video card with Shader Model 3.0 or better Windows XP 1024MB RAM DirectX 9 Compatible or OpenGL 1.1
compatible video card DirectX 9 Compatible or OpenGL 1.1 compatible video card A DirectX 9 Compatible video card is a video
card that supports the Shader Model 3.0. An OpenGL compatible video card supports OpenGL 1.1. If you are using Internet
Explorer 7 or 8. Open the rendering tab and select the Desktop mode option. Select "Permanent" in the left tab and
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